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The existence of wave operators is proved for the case, where the unperturbed 
operator is the operator of multiplication by a smooth function in momentum 
space and the perturbation is an arbitrary operator satisfying a fall off condition 
near infinity or a weighted L,-estimate in configuration space. Under somewhat 
more restrictive conditions the invariance principle is also proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue the study of the existence of wave oper- 
ators, initiated in [7] and continued in [16]. Our operators are of the 
type 
V) + K (1-l) 
where 8 is the momentum operator and h a real-valued (or hermitian 
matrix-valued) function with certain smoothness properties. There is 
no restriction on the structure of the perturbation V; we use essentially 
a smallness (fall off) condition near infinity (Theor 3.1.a) or a 
weighted &-estimate (Theor 3.1 .b). 
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Many known existence theorems are based on inequalities of the 
type m% [91)* 
I iJ(x, t)l < c I t P2, (1.2) 
where $(x, t) represents the free development of the configuration 
space wave function and m is the dimension of the underlying 
Euclidean space. In [16] we made no use of such an inequality. In fact 
the class of operators considered there was so wide that (1.2) could not 
hold in general. In turn, it was not possible to recover the well known 
Kuroda’s weighted L,-condition for the Schrodinger operator [lo]; 
it seems that this condition essentially depends on the inequality (1.2). 
It turns out that Kuroda’s condition works even in our case, pro- 
vided that the matrix [a&,$(y)] is regular, which enables us to make 
use of (1.2)(this matrix is replaced by [aja,hi( y)] if h is matrix-valued, 
where hi(y) are the eigenvalues of h(y)). In proving (1.2) we adapt 
a stationary phase method as used, e.g., in Hormander [5]. As a 
matter of fact (1.2) is shown to be valid generally if we replace M by 
the minimum of the rank of [a,Qz( y)]. 
It is known that for the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equation on R3 
this rank equals 2 in the case of mass zero. As a consequence in the 
case of the zero mass Dirac equation Eckardt [3], using a weighted 
L,-estimate of Kuroda type, could only prove the existence of the 
wave operators for potentials with a fall off like Y-~ with /3 > 3/2. But, 
as we see from [16]( see also Section 4.2 below) even in this case /3 > 1 
is sufficient. 
In fact the fall off condition 
I W>l G c I x FB, B>l 
which insures the existence of the wave operators does not depend on 
therank[a&r( y)]. S UC a e en h d p d ence appears if V satisfies a weighted 
&-estimate (see Section 4, where we discuss our conditions in more 
detail and compare them with former results). 
As a by-product we prove the invariance principle under somewhat 
more restrictive conditions. 
We are indebted to Professor L. Hormander for a helpful discussion. 
This work was done while the first author was an Alexander von 
Humboldt fellow at the University of Frankfurt am Main. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES OF THE WAVE FUNCTIONS 
In this section we shall prove some estimates of the free wave 
functions which will be used in the proof of the existence theorem in 
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Section 3. The crucial estimate is done in Lemma 2.3 which makes 
use of a version of the well known Morse Lemma. 
Throughout this paper we use the notations introduced in [16]; 
in order to make formulae more accessible we use sometimes (.,.) 
for the scalar product in liP. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a real regular symmetric matrix and 
C$ E Cow(Rm). Then 
1 j- exPC-W2)(4 HI 9(r) 4 / < Cm j t 1-“‘12 [I(1 - A)* rf~ )I1 1 det A (-1/2, 
(2.2) 
where C, depends on m only. 
Proof. Transforming A to the diagonal form by an orthogonal 
matrix R we obtain 
CW-(m/2) j explI-W)W~ HI $(Y) 4~ 
= (277)-(m/2) 1 exp[--(W)(~,y12 + .** + Lym2)1 $4(r) 4 
= s G(x, 0 Y&-> dx, 
where 
MY) = WY), 
G(x, t) = (23r)-“i2 f) iexp (- -&$)(z&)-~/~/, 1 arg(ithj)“21 = n/4 
i-1 
and ?1 = I;-+$, , where F is the Fourier transform. Thus, the left 
hand side of (2.2) is bounded by 
(2~ 1 t I)-(m/2) 1 det A l-1/2 /I q~ /I, 
(note that II v1 II1 = II v II,). Now, since II v II1 < G’ IIU - W $J IL , 
where C,’ depends only on m, we see that (2.2) holds. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Q be an open subset of Iw”, $ E C,,w(Q), h E Coo(Q), 
h real and n a positive integer such that 
Let 
l/(x, t) = J e-~a(‘)~+~~%j(y) dy. 
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Then 
sup I #(x, 41 < c I t l-n’2 fOY tER, ] tj 2 1, 
XEP (2.4) 
where C >, 0 does not depend on t. 
Proof. We give a proof for 0 < n < m. For n = 0 the result is 
obvious. For n = m the same proof holds with somewhat simpler 
notations. 
We introduce first some useful notations. By h’, h” we denote the 
first and the second (vector, matrix) derivative of h, respectively. Let 
be a partition of (1, 2,..., m}. Then we can write 
where 
y = {y(1), y(2),...,Y(m)f = {Yl 7 Y2>, 
y1 = { y(f’) ,...) y(iJ}, y2 = {y’i” )...) y(i-)}. 
We can also write 
h(Y) = UYl PY2) 
and denote by hl’, h; the corresponding derivatives of the map 
Yl * hl( Yl P YJ* 
We now start with the proof of the lemma. Using the compactness of 
supp $ and a smooth decomposition of the identity we can assume 
that Q is bounded and convex. For every y0 E Q we have p = p( yo): = 
rank h”( yO) > n. Therefore a partition (2.5) can be found such that 
ii1 ,.-, j,} defines a regular p x p main submatrix of h”( y,,). Such a 
matrix always exists by the symmetry of h”( y,,) and it equals 
hXYo1 7 Yoz), 
where Y. = ( Yol , Yoz). Set w. = h’( Yo). Then wol = k’( Yol , Yo2)- 
The inverse function theorem, applied to the map 
Y = {Yl 9 Y2) - Vl’(Y1 f Y2h Y2) (2.6) 
tells that there is a neighborhood +P of y. which is mapped diffeo- 
morphically onto a neighbourhood 9 x ~2 of {wol , yo2). The inverse 
map of (2.6) can be written in the form 
h I Y2) - MWl 8 Y2h Y2)- (2.7) 
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Here 9, ~2 (and therefore @) can be chosen such that all derivatives 
of (2.7) are bounded on 9 x & and, moreover 
By the Taylor formula (applied to h,(*, yz) at the point q(w, , y2)) 
we have for every y E a, wr E Z? 
Here 
NY) - WlYl = MY* YYZ) - WlYl 
= M7(Wl 9 Yzh Yz) - Wl7bl Y YA 
+ MY, WdYl - 7(Wl ? Yzh Yl - 7(Wl ? Yd* WV 
4Y, 4 = Q ((1 - 4 h;(rl(w, 5 Yz) + t(r1 - 7h 3 Yzh Yd 4 
which has a sense since 52 is convex (see [13] p. 110; notice that the 
first derivative of h( y1 , yJ - w1 yi with respect to y1 vanishes at 
~,J(w, , yJ). It is obvious that u( y, wr) is a symmetric matrix which 
depends smoothly on { y, WJ E @ x 9. Also 
4Yo 7 WOJ = 4 K(Yo, 9 Yod 
Since rl(WOl 9 Yoz) = YOl 7 by continuity, we can choose 9 and &’ such 
that 
and 
zi 11 1 - ~&(WI 9 YZ), YZ)-‘~(Y, wdil < 1. 
WI& 
Then for y E @, w1 E 9 
Y(Y, WI) : = (~&I(wI 9 YZ), Y&‘~(Y> w#” 
is well defined through its binomial expansion and (see [13], 
Chap VII. Sect 7). 
Y(Y, w&(7@% 9 YA, Yz) Y(Yt WI> = 24Y, w*). (2.10) 
Now set 
f(Y, 4 = Y(YY WJY, - 764% >Yd 
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and apply the inverse function theorem to the map 
$2 x 9 3{Y, w3 +-+{f(Y, ~lhY2~ Wll. (2.11) 
There exists a neighbourhood V of { y0 , war> which is mapped diffeo- 
morphically onto a neighbourhood 3 x Jle, x ~??r of (0, yoz , wOJ with 
&ICC> 4 c -% ~CCXX. 
The inverse map of (2.11) has the form 
hY2 9 4 *{&Y2 9 Wd~Y2 9 WA* (2.12) 
Obviously &r , 1, , V can be chosen such that all derivatives of (2.12) 
are bounded on 3’ x &I x LZ?r . Then from (2.9) and (2.10) it follows 
that 
h(Y) - WlYl = hM% 3 YzhY2) - W(Wl ,Y2) 
+ wwmf~, j Y~),Y~)~(Y, wd,f(~, w,)) (2.13) 
for every { y, wr} E V. 
Since h’( yO) = w,, and h’ is smooth, there exist neighbourhoods 
0, &s, d, , $s of yoI , yoz , w,,r , w0 , respectively, such that 
h’(O x 24) c $2 ) 
Bxd2x2,CV and 32c91 
where 9s is an open cube at w0 and da is its projection onto UP. 
The above construction can be made for every y0 E supp 4 and the 
corresponding neighbourhoods 0 x ~4~ will define an open covering 
of supp $. Taking a finite subcovering and a corresponding smooth 
decomposition of the identity we can assume that 
and therefore 
w=PP $> c 92 * 
Consider now #(x, t) and suppose firstly that (x/t) E .!4$ . Then 
xl/t E J?a and 
4(x, t) = JM2 eix~waf(wl , y2 , t) dy2 , 
where wr = x,/t and 
/(wl , y2 , t) = j” e-itl*(w)-zolwll$(y) dy, . 
9 
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For every fixed ys E J&. and wr E _%!a in the above integral we make the 
substitution z = f( y, wr) = f({ yl , ys}, w,). Taking into account 
thatf(0 x ya , WJ C 9 and using (2.13) we obtain 
_k ,y2, 4 = J; exp{- iMdw, Ty2),y2) - w177h ,Y2) 
+ ~w?(% 9 Yz),Y2h 411 
x $I(&, Y2 9 49 Y2) det--- aghY2 9 4 & az I 
= exp{-- i@Mwl , y2), y2) - wr+r s Y2)11 
X 
II 
exp 
z 
- $(hWI 9YZ)PYZ) ZP 41 Xl% Y2 9 4 A3 
where we used (2.13). 
Since x is again smooth and from C,,““(s) with respect to z, we 
can apply Lemma 2.1 which gives 
I Jh ,y2, 01 d (‘4 t I-(pi2) I det Wdwl ~Y~),Y~)I-TIU - 4pxC*,~2, WA 
where C, is independent of wr , y2 and t. Using the smoothness 
properties of $ and g we see that 
which, together with (2.8), gives 
I 44% 9 < c I t PP12 for (x/t) E _?I!2 . 
Since 1 t 1 > 1 and p > n this implies (2.4) for (x/t) E d2 . 
Let now w = (x/t) 6 d2 . Then there exists a j such that w(j) # Ji , 
where 
Then with 
d2 = Jr x J2 x ..* x Jm . 
E: = dist(h’(supp $), C d2) > 0 
we have for every y E supp $ 
1 hij,(y) - w”)j 2 dist(J, , w(j)) + e > c, (2.14) 
where E does not depend on w 6 J2 and 
q,(~) = a,h(Y). 
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Now for any natural k by successive partial integrations we obtain 
a#, t) = (g [ e-ih(y)t+iry a& aj [... aj $#I -1 dy 3 3 
1 k 
= C-1 .c it e-iWt+i”~X(y, w) dy 
where x( y, w) is a polynomial in pj( y)-l = (h;,,(y) - w(i))-l, 
h;(i) ,..., h$,“‘, $ ,..., 6’“) whose coefficients do not depend on $, h, t, w. 
Using (2.14) and the smoothness of 1,8 and h on a neighbourhood of 
supp $ we obtain (2.4) choosing k >, (n/2). Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.15. The proof of the above lemma shows actually: 
If h’(supp $) is contained in an open cube 9, then for every natural k 
there exists a C, independent of x and t such that 
I $qx, t>l < G I t I? for 549. 
LEMMA 2.16. Let Q, h, $, n and #(x, t) be as in Lemma 2.3 and let 
fFdh(Y) # Of or every y E 52. Then for any p E II% there is a C, such 
that 
I 4(X, t)l < C, I t lp-(n/2)(1 + 1 x 12)--p12 for 1 t 1 > 1, x E IJP; 
the constant C, depends on p and I$ but not on x and t. (For p 2 0 and 
h(y) = y2 this result is essentially due to Kupsch and Sandhas 
[9] p. 151.) 
Proof. (a) Let us first consider p 3 0. 
For 1 x 1 < 1 the inequality follows directly from Lemma 2.3. 
1 a&, t)l < c 1 t I-@ < C(1 + I X /2)-e/22@ j t I-n/2 
(notice that 1 t I > 1). 
For 1 x I > 1 let u = 1 x j-lx. Then for every nonnegative integer k 
the k-fold partial integration (in the direction of U) gives 
a,h(x, t) = (-i I x I)-” s eixv & [e-““(“)“$(y)] dy. 
Here the integrand is the product of exp[-ih( y)t + ixy] and a poly- 
nomial in t, h,‘,..., hLk), $, IF,‘,..., z+8Lk) whose coefficients do not 
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depend on t, x, s,&, h; the degree of this polynomial with respect to t 
is equal to It. Therefore 
$(x, t) = (-i 1 x I)-” go tj j” e--ih(Y)t+iz%pj(y) dy 
with yj E C,,m(s2), independent oft (but the vj depend on u = / x I-lx). 
Application of Lemma 2.3 gives 
1 x)(x, t)l < dk 1 x (-k 1 t jk-(‘@) for jtj>,l, 
where dk can be chosen independent of x and t. 
Let nowp <p <p + 1. Then 
(2.17) 
I t/x Ip 3 I t/x I0 for It/x] 31, 
1 t/x p > 1 tjx (p+l for It/xl <I. 
The application of (2.17) for p = K and p = K + 1 gives 
1 I/(X, t)l < d,’ I x I-D ) t IP-(~/~) < d:(l + / x j2)-~/21 t ID-~/~. 
This proves the lemma for p > 0. 
(b) We now consider p < 0. With the help of a smooth decom- 
position of the unity we can assume that there is a j E (l,..., m> such 
that a,h( y) # 0 for y E supp $ ( see also Bemerkung 2.22 of [16]). 
Then by successive partial integrations with respect to yi we get for 
any nonnegative integer k 
4(x, t) = (it)-” j e-ih(Y)taj [& aj [ . . . aj [i-$&L] . ..I] dy 
= (it)-” 1 e-~M%)t+~~y~(~j , y) dy 
where x(xj , y) is a polynomial of degree k with respect to xj whose 
coefficients are in Cow(Q) and are independent of x and t. Therefore 
t&x, t) = (it)-” i. xjp 1 e-ih(y)t+izyxp(y) dy 
with xP E C,,m(J2). Applying Lemma 2.3 we get 
1 t,h(x, t)l < D,’ ) t I-k-(n/2)(1 + I x I”) < D,(l + ) x 12)k/2[ t I--k--(n/2). 
This can be extended to any negative p (instead of --K) as in part (a) 
of this proof. Q.E.D. 
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3. EXISTENCE OF WAVE OPERATORS 
As in [16] by pg we denote the maximal operator of multiplication 
by a function g in k., (IIP). Furthermore set TO = F-l TeF. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H C IWm be a closed set of measure zero and let 
h E C*(Rm\Z) be real-valued such that 
grad h(y) f 0, ran~[~~~&y)l >, n for YEFP\Z 
for some n. Let V be a symmetric operator with D(V) 3 S(F) such 
that Th + V has self-adjoint extensions. Then the wave operators 
W+(T, T,J : = s - lim eitTeeitTh 
t+*tm 
exist for every self-adjoint extension T of Th + V, provided that one 
of the following conditions is satisfied. 
(a) There exist q E (2, CO], 8 E [w and f E C~(rWm\Z) such that 
@<;(l-$4 
and 
for every 4 E F-Tom( lFP\Z). 
(b) There exist q E [2, CO], 8 E [w and a polynomial f such that 
and for every Y > 0 
for every $J E S(IWm) with 1 supp 1,4 ) > Y (notice that in this case Tt is a 
differential operator). 
Remark 3.4. For 0 < 0 condition (3.2) is stronger than (3.3). 
Therefore if f is a polynomial we can allow q = 2 in a). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (a) For 1,8 E CoCO(UP\Z) we have 
1, ~(~4 _ e--isTh ) t,L j12 < /\(I + 1 - Iz)s’z[e-itTh - eeisTh] T& lls . 
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If s + t, then 
[e-‘tTk _ e-i”‘“] T& = $---l((e-“tb _ e-ish)f$) 
converges to 0 in S(P). Since the multiplication by (1 + 1 * (2)8/2 is 
continuous as a map from S(l!P) to lL,(l!P) we get the continuity of 
R - L2(@), t t-+ ve-i’Tyh. 
Furthermore for 1 t 1 > 1 
I/ VeditTA# Ii2 < l/(1 + 1 - I”)“‘“e-““ThT,t,b /IQ . 
With v = T+,h and p(*, t) = e-i6Thp, we get for q < co 
(1 I(1 + I x 12y2 v(x, t>l* qp 
zzz (1 (1 + I 32 12)s*‘2 I q+, t)p2 I g-(x, t)12 dyq 
By Lemma 2.16 (withp = (q@)/(q - 2)) we have 
(1 + 1 x /y/2 1 c&Y, t)19-2 = [(I + 1 x 12)@q'2(q-2) I v(x, t>p2 
< Cl 1 t (-(n/2)(9-2)+9@ 
where C, does not depend on t and x. Inserting this into the above 
integral and taking into account that 11 v(-, t)l12 is constant we obtain 
For q = co this inequality follows from Lemma 2.16 with p = 0. 
Hence t t+ ]I Ve-i’T$ II2 is integrable since 
-W)[1 - cwl + @ < - 1. 
Since such 4’s are dense in iL2(Rm) the result follows from Cook’s 
theorem ([8], X.3.3). 
(b) For $ E S(Rm) with 4 E CoaO(UP\Z) the continhity of 
t ti VemitTh# 
is shown as in a). Furthermore we have 
II Vemitb# It2 =2 II vqvmitG# II2 + II V(1 - cpt) ewitTV II2 , 
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where ~~ is a smooth cutoff function (see [16]) 
with some ~1 > 0 which we will choose later. From our assumption 
(for-r =O)itfollowsfor/t\ > 1,~ <Oandq < co 
(I 1 
114 
< c, 
Izl<ltl~+1 
(1 + 1 x 12)42 1 t l(=W))~ dx 
< c, 1 t I-[(n/2)+~P-P-(~m/q)l 
7 
where we have used Lemma 2.16 (s is the degree of the polynomialf). 
The corresponding inequality for q = co follows in an analogous way. 
Also, from our assumption it follows that 
Setting ~(a, t) = e-i@@+ we get from Lemma 2.3 
II e-itThaa# lip = /I v(., t) Ilq = (j I v,(x, t)12 d$‘ll v,(., ~N~-2)‘q 
< c, 1 t p/2)(1-(2/9)). 
This implies 
,, ~(1 _ 9t> e-itT,4 11~ < c, 1 t j@u-(‘4(l-(2/~)). 
All constants are independent of t. Therefore the function 
t t-+ /I Vee-itTh$ 11 
is integrable if 
;,,-,-Y>l and --op +; (1 - ;) > 1 
for some p > 0 and p < 0. This is true if 
1 - ww - GM1 < 1 - (42) + P 
--o P - Wd 
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for some p < 0. This in turn is true for sufficiently large negative p, 
since the right hand side converges to 1 for p -+ -co and the left 
hand side is < 1. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.5. We note that, as in [ 161, Theorem 3.1 can be extended 
to operators Th in [II-,( Rm)] M, where z‘h is the operator of multiplication 
by a hermitian matrix-valued function h and Th = F-lFhF. In this 
case we have to assume: There exists a closed set Z C Rm of measure 
zero such that the functions h, which represent the eigenvalues of h 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and the functions ei which 
represent the eigen vectors of h are smooth on lFP\Z. 
Remark. 3.6. As in [16], if Th is a differential operator, we can 
extend the above results to the case where T acts in k,(llP\K), where It6 
is compact. 
4. APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
4.1. Perturbation by Differential Operators. We consider here 
operators in !L&lP); the results are equally valid for [IL&P)]~. Let us 
assume that V can be represented as a dz$ferential operator of the form 
where 
V = C V,a= for some non-negative integer s, 
IalG 
V,(.)(l + 1 . j2)-@12 ElL,(llP) for some 0 E R and p E [2, co]. 
Then for 2 < p < co 
< /J 1 VJx)(l + 1 x /2)-@‘2 l%qP 
X 
Is 
l(1 + 1 x [2)@/2 &&42pI(~-2) dx (‘-“” 
I 
d c, ll(l + I * Iz)s’2 w l!29/(p-2) ; 
with obvious modifications this holds also for p = 2 and p = co. 
By Theorem 3.1 this is sufficient to guarantee the existence of the 
wave operators W,( T, Th) if 0 < (n/2)( 1 - (p - 2)/p) - 1 = n/p - 1, 
i.e., 
V%(.)(l + 1 * 12)w2)4/2P)+~ E !q.p) for some c > 0; 
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here n = min rank[a$Jz( y)] and T is a selfadjoint extension 
of Th + V. 
There are many interesting results, which can be deduced from this. 
4.1.1. For n = m we need 
Va(.)(l + 1 * )2)w-wP)+~ E r&@q for some E > 0. 
In this case it can be checked that this condition is weakest for p = 2, 
Va(-)(I + 1 . j2)(1/2)-(@)+* E IL&P) for some c > 0. 
This condition was first given by Kuroda [lo] for h(y) = ys and 
s = 0; it turns out that this condition is sufficient for a quite general 
class of unperturbed operators. (The fact that a differential operator 
of arbitrary order can admit the existence of wave operators is not 
new. Birman [17] has proved that Va(-)(l + 1 . /2)m/4 E lL,(&P) implies 
the existence of the wave operators for arbitrary s.) 
It should be mentioned that only for n = m the generalL,-condition 
above implies the L,-condition; in the other cases these conditions 
are not comparable (see section 4.2). 
4.1.2. For n = 0 and 0 < -1, 
p can be arbitrarily chosen from [2, 001; therefore we need 
for some p E [2, co]. 
4.1.3. For p = co the condition reduces to 
VJ.)(l + I * 12)8’2 E [L,(W) for some 0 < -1, 
which is independent of n. This is the classical result of Hack [4] if 
h(y) = y2 and s = 0. In the case that Th is an elliptic differential 
operator and s is less or equal than the order of T, , Kuroda [12] 
proved the existence and completeness of wave operators under a 
similar condition. (Notice, however, that in these cases n = m and 
that therefore stronger existence results hold). 
4.1.4. For 0 = 0 we need n > p >, 2. This requires for n >, 3 
vc4.1 E o-,(R”) for some p o [2, n) 
In the case n = m = 3 this extends a result of Chadam [l] for the 
Klein-Gordon-equation. 
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4.2. The Dirac operator. From Remark 3.5 we know how our 
results can be applied to operators in [iL,(Rm)]M. A very important 
operator is the Dirac operator (m = 3, M = 4). In this case we have 
(see [16] Section 4) 
h,(y) = h,(y) = 43(y) = --h,(y) = c(p2c’ +y2y2, 
where p is the mass of the particle, c the velocity of light. It is easy to 
show that for y # 0 
n = rank[QJz&y)] = 1: 
if p=O 
if p#O. 
From 4.1 we see that the wave operators exist, if, for example, 
for p = 0 : V,(*)( 1 + 1 . j2)-@12 E %(ilP) for some 8 < 0 
for p # 0 : V,(*)(l + ( * 12)-s/2 E lL2(Rm) for some 0 < l/2. 
This result has been proved by Eckardt [3] for s = 0. The difference 
between ~1 = 0 and p # 0 comes from the fact that for p # 0 the 
rate of decay is a factor of 1 t j1/2 more rapid than for p = 0 (cf. [15], 
p. 97). 
It is quite surprising, that for p = co this difference disappears; 
the condition is then for every p 
V,(*)(l + 1 * /2)-e/2 E IL,(W) for some 8 < -1, 
which is not comparable with Eckardt’s result for p = 0. This result 
was implicitly contained in [16]. 
4.3. Perturbation by Integro-Deferential Operators. Let us now 
assume that V can be written in the form 
V = C V,@ for some non-negative integer s, 
lal<s 
where V, are integral operators with kernels o, (s, *) satisfying 
I(/ I fJ&YP 4Yyp A < aJ forsome p > 1. 
Such kernels are said to belong to the Hille-Tamarkin class Z2Pr (cf. 
[6] 11.3). In this case we have 
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The assumptions of Theorem 3.1 with 0 = 0 and q = q’ are therefore 
satisfied if 
0 < ww - G%N - 1 = ww/ $1 - 1) - 19 
i.e., 
P < W(2 + n); 
since p must be > 1 this is possible only if n > 3. 
4.4. The Invariance Principle. From the results of Mateev [14] and 
Donaldson, Gibson and Hersh [2] we know that the invariance 
principle holds if for the functions # considered in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 
where E > 0. From the proof of Theorem 3.1 it is easy to see, that 
this holds if 
0 < (n/2)(1 - 2/q) - 3/2 
(this relation is the same for part a) and b) of the theorem). For 
operators of the form considered in 4.1 this is satisfied if 
V,(.)( 1 + I . /y-@/2 E L,(Eq for some p E [2, co), 0 < (n/p) - (3/2). 
For p = 2 and n = m = 3 we recover a result of Donaldson, Gibson 
and Hersh [2] 
Va’,(l + I * 12)’ E L2(R3) for some E > 0. 
For p = co and any n we get as a sufficient condition 
for some E > 0; 
this,result is also given in [2]. Notice, however, that the results of [2] 
are proved for Th = --d, while our results hold for a much more 
general class of operators. 
For perturbations V of the form considered in 4.3 the invariance 
principle holds if 
P -=c 24(3 + 4; 
since p must be > 2 this is possible only if n 3 4. 
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